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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 
WASHNGTON, O.C. 20506 

January 6, 1989 

FOR MR. MELVYN LEVITSKY 
Executive Secretary 
Department of state 
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Tro ic Times Article on U.S. Polic~ in Panama 

staff concurs with the publication of the Tropic Times 
on U.S. Policy in Panama, with the changes noted. 

_.._::::a ..... e t 
-~ ~ - ~ropic Times Article 

Paul Schott Stevens 
Executive Secretary 



KEY QUESTIONS ON U. S, POLICY . . ~~ido...\~ 
~n itir o.d fY>i N' ~-1-ro..,+; 0 N 

In an effort to keep our readers ( informed on U.S. policy 
during thi s d i fficult period in relati~ between the U.S. and 
Panama, Trop i c Times has requested that~ h-i-gh--ra-&k-i£g 
-Adminis~-f--i-e-i-a-l-s-f-E-Om-th.e ....... Stat e - and.....De.fens.e 
-!) , m---t--he-N-at-iona-1-Se~ y Counc i l staii] 
ans er the questions uppermost in the minds of the members of 

e . s . Southern Command as they carry out their mission of 
Cana defense. The answers which follow constitute fully 
a oritative statements of U.S. policy. 

Q: Could you summarize current U.S. policy towards Panama? 
Qernc:c,ro.._ +i C) 

U. S. policy is designed to serve U. S. / interests. The 
· ary U.S. interest in Panama lies in a~politically stable, 

omically prosperous society. Only in such an environment 
can the Canal lli-nd---o.ux-base-.fil function effectivelID~Uring the 

ainder of this century] And only in such an environment can 
e foundation be established for efficient operation and 

·e=e se of the Canal by Panama thereaf t er . 

General Noriega has destabilized his own country by his 
re_eated, heavy-handed use of the Panamanian military to 
· -ervene in the political life of the country. The consequent 

"tical instability, coupled with gross mismanagement of 
_overnment finances, has created a severe economic crisis as 
. e 

U. S. policy is to support the efforts of President 
vall e and the Panamanian people to restore a stable, 
ocr atic political environment and economic prosperity. We 

s are t heir assessment that these objectives cannot be achieved 
so ong as General Noriega continues illegally to exercise 

er over the political and economic life of the country. 
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Q: Wou ld U.S. interests not be served by normalizing relations 
with t he regime in power, regardless of our views as to the 
l egi t imacy or moral character of that regime? 

A. No . From a purely pragmatic standpoint, truly normal . 
relat ions with a Noriega-dominated regime are fuot possibl fil lf")~-, 6\e., . 
Or s tudies show that the vast major i ty of Panamanians believe 
t a t Noriega must go. To appear to ally ourselves with a 
regime that has lost all credibility with its own people and 
whi ch r ules through repression and intimidation would only 

inder our ability to reestablish our traditionally friendly 
r e l ations with Panama once Noriega departs. Moreover, it is 
ot possible to maintain normal relations with a resime 

dominated by an individu~l ~ho _is under _indictment ~ -be 
United-S-t-at--es-.J s;o, -\-ru..-\--'~\ <:...K,f\?) 1 N l'..'O...rcc:-s\-,cs . 
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Q: What about Noriega's charges that the U.S. is seeking to 
impose on Panama a government headed by President Delvalle or 
anothe r ind i v i dual who will serve U.S. interests? 

c..rd ~rria.N·, P.N i N+eres+s 
A. Wha t serves U.S. interestsAis a government that has the 

andate an d support of the Panamanian people. The U.S. has 
s pported Pr esident Delvalle's efforts to resist the imposition 
by forc e o f a regime lacking any semblance of popular support, 
and to r estore democratic processes to Panama . But this is not 
a ques tion of personalities. President Delvalle has made clear 
i hi s r ecent letter to the Group of Eight that he is prepared 

o resign t he Presidency if that step could contribute to the 
~estorati on of democratic processes in Panama. The U. S. has 
ade c ear that it does not support any particular individual, 

_ar y o r faction. We are prepared to work with any Panamanian 
overnment that derives its mandate from a political process in 

·· 'ch a l l Panamanians have an opportunity to participate in a 
c:i ate of freedom. 
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Q: If our objectives include an economically prosperous 
Panama, why are we maintaining economic sanctions? 

A: The sanctions adopted by the U.S. deprive the Noriega 
r egime of ~evenue from U.S. sources. They are not aimed at the 
Panaman i ~~1=~~omy generally. Our studies show that the 
economic crisis faced by Panama pre-dates the adoption of U.S. 
sanctions and is directly related to the political crisis. In 
essence , as investors and savers have lost confidence in the 
polit ical stability of the country, they have sent their money 
e sewhere. Indeed, most of the shortfall in regime revenues is 
due t o the overall decline in economic activity; the U.S. 
s anctions account for only a small percentage of the 
shor t fall. Ending the sanctions would prolong Noriega's hold 
on power, but would not restore prosperity to Panama. Economic 
r ecovery will require a resolution of the political crisis to 
r es to re investor confidence, as well as external assistance. 
Both the U.S. Executive Branch and the Congress are on record 
as s upporting a major effort to assist Panama's economic 
recovery once Noriega leaves and democratic processes are 
resto red. 
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Q: What is U.S. policy with regard to the Canal Treaties? 

A: Panama ' s internal political crisis has not changed our view 
of our Treaty obligations. We are a government of laws, and we 
r ega rd the Panama Canal Treaties as the law of our land. Four 
s uc cess i ve U.S. administrations -- those headed by Presidents 
Johns on, Nixon, Ford and Carter -- all supported the idea of a 
new Canal Treaty relationship. Since the ratificat i on of the 
Treaties, the Carter and Reagan administrations have faithfully 
imp l emented them. The U.S. is committed to honoring all of its 
obligations under the 1977 Panama Canal Treaties. An 
eff i ciently operating Canal and a non-political Canal Treaty 
r e l at ionship best serve both U.S. and Panamanian national 
inte r ests. 

Any rumors or charges to the effect that we do not intend 
to honor our Treaty commitments to Panama are without 
found ation. The U.S. is firmly committed to honoring all of 
its Treaty commitments to Panama. 
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Q: What about the May talks with General Noriega? What was the 
U.S. trying to do? Are any more talks in the works? 

A: The May talks were an effort on the part of the U.S. to find 
a formula for settling issues between it and Noriega which 
wou ld facilitate an authentic Panamanian solution to the 
i nternal crisis. An arrangement was arrived at; but, when 
General Noriega refused immediate implementation of the agreed 
arrangement, the U.S. withdrew everything from the table. The 
elements of the arrangement contemplated in May were as follows: 

o The U.S. was to suspend our International Emergency 
Economic Powers Act (IEEPA) sanctions. 

o Noriega was to: (1) ask the National Assembly 
i mmediately to pass legislation limiting the tenure of the PDF 
Commander to five years, retroactive to August 12, 1983 (This 
would have required Noriega's retirement no later than August 
12, 1988); (2) call for the establishment of a government of 
national reconciliation which could establish the mechanism for 
fair, impartial elections in 1989 and begin the process of 
economic recovery; (3) commit the PDF to participate directly 
· n national reconciliation negotiations, particularly on the 
key issue of the role of the Defense Forces; (4) call on the 
egislature to fully restore civil and political rights so as 
o create the atmosphere necessary to permit an authentic 

Panamanian solution to the question of national reconciliation; 
( 5 ) call for an amnesty and pardon for all accused of political 
offenses, including exiles and detainees, so that they could 
participate in the process of national reconciliation. 

o General Noriega would describe his plans to travel 
abroad from the time of his retirement through the 1989 
e ections in Panama, and to otherwise avoid involvement in 
Panamanian politics. 

o The U.S. would have expected then to see, following 
oriega ' s speech, a political process commence in which 

_anamanians from all parts of the political spectrum would seek 
o create a new government. 

o The U.S. would continue to recognize the Delvalle 
overnment until a new, broadly based oovernment was formed. = e U.S. would then recognize ~he Gove;nment of National 

_ econc i l iation. 

o If the plan were fully implemented on Noriega's part, 
. S. would terminate furthe= prosecution of the indictments 
hi s departure from the PDF in order to facilitate his plan 

ravel outside Panama through the 1989 elections. 
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In short, we were prepared to conclude an arrangement 
wh i ch dealt with Noriega's personal legal situation but which 
right fully left to Panamanians the business of resolving 
outstanding political questions such as the composition of any 
new government and the role of the PDF. Ultimately General 

o r i ega decided not to carry through with this arrangement. 
The r e have been no talks since then , and we contemplate no 
fu r t her negotiations. 
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Q: But how can the crisis be solved if the U.S. is unwilling to 
negotiate? 

A: The U.S. did negotiate. But having failed to carry out a 
negotiated arrangement, Noriega has little credibility as a 
negotiating party. What is necessary to resolve the crisis is 
for him to make a serious proposal involving his prompt 
departure. He knows how to do this. 
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Q: Critics of U.S. policy here have called the U.S. approach 
interventionist. What reaction do you have to this? 

A: Here, as elsewhere in the hemisphere, U.S. policy has been . 
to promote human rights and the growth of democracy. ~o no_!1 ';~1~c:::>\
~ egard this@ intervention. We have repeatedly stated that 
wh i le the U.S. supports democracy in ·Panama, the country's 
i nternal problems are for Panamanians themselves to resolve. 
We are confident that our policy enjoys the support of 
freedom-loving Panamanians, and~e will let them judge whether 
our policy is interventionist~We will continue to affirm our 
support for the right of all peoples to choose their own 
leaders freely and to live in harmony and without coercion. 

t-hA-\- +he~ ,i'1e1..-u ou.r po\i<:.ie~ p,~ 
~ for+ ~ o... c.\em oQ.(Q +\c.. 
()I.....J....~ ~ N ?A-NPtrnA-. 
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Q: Panama ' s elections are scheduled for May, 1989. In the 
U. S . view, will the electoral process clear the air? 

- --:;--t Dt-..1 L. 'J f"?. , :::1 
~he Panama-n4-an-pe.opl-e-..nBBQJ~n election i!_n l~~that truly 

ref ects the will of the people, from the registration process . 
~ rough to the counting of the last ballot'; The May elections ..... l.J 1 11 

_ose a great challenge to the political and civic forces in ~~~~' 
?anarna. Obviously, any grouping of democratic forces which J . 
seeKs to restore democracy to Panama must be unified in order 

o have any chance of success. 

_ e e l ectoral playing field as viewed today is, by any measure, 
a opsided one. It is difficult to conceive of elections which 
can truly reflect the will of the people in the absence of a 
=r ee media, and in a political atmosphere where a regime exiles 
so e of its opponents, jails others without charge, and engages 

t erroristic threats against still others, and uses its 
o t rol of the electoral tribunal to de-register the leaders of 

o_pos i tion parties. Finally, it is impossible to exercise 
e ocratic rights in the absence of freedom of public 

assembly. One thing should be clear to General Noriega and 
ose who support him: neither Panamanians nor the 

~ ernational community of democratic nations will accept the 
resul ts of a crooked election as a "solution" to Panama's 

robl ems. To put it simply, the lopsided playing field we see 
oday is going to have to be made level. 
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Q: Isn ' t the U.S. at odds with Latin America on its Panama 
policy? 

A: Noriega has drawn his support in this hemisphere only from 
CUba and Nicaragua. While Latin democracies have not taken the 
same diplomatic approach as we have, it is clear that 
freedom-loving Latin American nations are certainly no friends 
of oriega. For example, the Group of Eight has suspended 
Panama from participation pending the restoration of genuine 
democratic processes. For his part, Noriega constitutes a 
threat to democracy not only in Panama but elsewhere in the 

emi sphere, as he demonstrated in his recent support for an 
attempted militar_y coup in Argentina. ~di~·,oNoQQ.u.

1 
Norie~o.... 

r.a._~ +L,,C\ed ¾ L1 ~~O.. C\rid ~u..a.1--..d A~, f'e::.1 ('<,~ o..nd 
~ ~ o..nc.'.lo...\ support. -n,i-s (l)P,r'i<S h,"' a.."S -\-he. \:-1 r'?+ (EQ.._der 

· . ~h "' ~ c:i pen\ '4 c... \ l u 1-, i 0,~e\ ~ ~ tth a__ 
~0:) hQJY, 1'S\-" ,er,,___ ,D J .J 

\ d ,,...... ,..._d ~f'\ou..:::if""'\ +e.rrori<:,+. ae a.re ~, 
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Q: There have been media reports of divisions of op1n1on within 
the U.S. Government regarding our Panama policy. Are these 
true? Could you comment? 

A: iDifferenees of opinion within-a-Gemoct-atic gove--r---fHil€fl-t-ar-e
not- at al 1 rare. Th-is is t-R:Ie .:in our own system. Over the
pa-~ea-r-t-he-r-e-have-been s ore~-R-t erna-l--di-f.-£er....en.c.e.s-a-S--W-e-h-a.ve 
~p-ted-to-i-mP.1-~mefl-t-GU:r-pG--l---i--ey----pp 1 y it t ~ an eve--1-v-i--n-g-
~ it u at i on;J -Bu-t- ~ith regard to the overall goal of our policy 
in Panama there is no disagreement whatsoever -- our government 
is firmly united on the broad policy of promoting democracy, 
restoration of civilian constitutional government and the 
development of a professional apolitical military 
establishment. And our government is united in the assessment 
that stability, prosperity and normal relations cannot be 
reestablished so long as Noriega clings to power. 

d LL.X:)\·c.o...\\u ~+--U:--\Q.. NQ,v..:::. 
Th.Q. ~c:\.c:.:n+- - e\eQ...+ 1,a..s ~-k)___¼ (:l . ' ...J • \ \ C..O~. ..__e., ~ 
c.,.dr<""'\;"'1·1":'>~ v...nd-Q_r y-,,L.() ~1..6.QfX~l L..::> \ I NL 

ieLOs o--9 ~ p~<2..n+ o...dm·, "-li~Tn:L~C'i'-1 . -rho_ \Ii~ ~re.Siden..\
Sc...\ <l ' 'au . .r p:::::>V,c...~ ...:::.\\I be -t-hA-\- Nc::riECjO.. rY\L)..'5:.+ ~a. 1here__ 

'5no~d ~ no ~'i-s u .. .r-d-ers~~S oJ::::o~ Cl.A.• pDlic...~. 
11 

,,,. 
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Q: Just where does the PDF figure in the future of Panama, as 
the U.S. sees it? 

A: The future role of the PDF in Panama is a matter which 
Panamanians themselves must resolve. We note that the united 
Panamanian opposition to Noriega has recently declared its 
respect for the integrity of the PDF, and in the context of 
nat i onal reconciliation and reconstruction, a policy of not 
prosecuting or otherwise taking revenge for the abuses 
committed by the PDF under the rule of Noriega. The U.S. 
supports this declaration. We see the officers and men of the 
PDF as victims of the abuse of their institution perpetrated by 
Noriega. We can only offer these observations: . there are many 
Panamanians who are serving their country honorably in the 
PDF. A professional, non-political military is, in the U.S. 
view, the model for any democratic society. We look forward to 
resuming our traditional close cooperation with the PDF in 
carrying out our joint responsibility for Canal Defense once 
Noriega has departed. 



f.414C$ µ :;; .,,....,. 
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Q: Where do the drug indictments of General Noriega stand now, 
some nine months after they were returned by the grand juries 
in the U.S.? 

A: The indictments stand. Pretrial investigation continues. 
Jhese are still ~ending criminal ca~es_in ou~ federal courts~(:) 
~bst ant 1ve-e-0mmen-=t---en--t-he-i..n~en-1=:--s--by 
-Ae.m-i-fl-i-s- r at i on of f i a ia..ls_w..c ul.d-n-~ ;J 

.. 
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Q: The confrontation with the Noriega regime has created 
unprecedented tensions here. For example, we have had 
instances of harassment of SOUTHCOM personnel and dependents by 
the PDF and threats directed against both U.S. and Panamanian 
employees of the Canal Commission. What does overall U.S. 
policy mean for the men and women of the Southern Command and 
other USG employees? . 

1.j~r -s~ GJ'ld pr~e-5cs;C::r-JA-li~rr'I 

A: The senior levels of the JExecutive Branch and the Congress 
recognize the dangers faced by U.S. personnel in Panama, and 
admire the sacrifices th~i}the personnel of SOUTHCOM and Panama 
Canal have made to carry~t their duties professionally in 
trying circumstances. ¥eB.Vhave demonstrated that intimidation 
doesn't work. The U.S. will stay constant in its determination 
to those who oppose intimidation, whatever its form. We each 
have a responsibility to conduct ourselves as model 
representatives of our country. Personnel assigned to SOUTHCOM 
have already received guidance on the risks associated with 
service here, and further measures are being taken to reduce 
the risk. The solution is to bring an end to the crisis by 
fully implementing U.S. policy. 

SOUTHCOM'S mission of Canal defense continues without 
change. Of course, our relationship with the PDF is seriously 
off track now because of the situation with General Noriega. 
As the Administration has pointed out, we have worked with the 
PDF successfully before and we hope to work with them agatn in 
the future in a democratic Panama with a professional military . 

.. 
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Q: What about charges that have circulated that the U.S. has 
°Qnly'. turned on Noriega because he refused to help the U.S. in 
its efforts to aid the Nicaraguan resistance? 

A: These charges are absurd. Many governments maintained views 
different from our own on the question of Nicaragua, and we 
nevertheless continue to maintain close and effective relations 
with them. Noriega's problem~ with the United States are the 
consequence of (a) his ~g~ involvement in drug trafficking 
and (b) his destabilization of his own country by@lounting a 
il itary challenge t~ constitutional authorityf 

u..bu.tt--.1~ ~ ur-.d ~;ri~ ~h-
?,e-sidef"+ 15 

~rrt-•~ . 
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Q: It is also said by Noriega and some others that the major · 
a im of U. S. policy is to prolong the U. S. military presence 
here beyond 1999. Is this true? 

A: These charges are without foundation. The Panama Canal 
Treat y provides for a termination of U.S. military base rights 
on December 31, 1999 . As the Administration has repeatedly 
stat ed, we intend to honor all of our obligations under this 
Treaty, the Neutrality Treaty and relat ed agreements, including 
our obligations with regard to withdrawing U.S. Forces. 



.......... f" »J 
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Q: We are aware of reports that Noriega is re-equipping some of 
hi s fo rces with Soviet-bloc weaponry and is receiving training 
and other assistance from Cuba, Nicaragua and Libya. Doesn't 
this present a threat to the Panama Canal? 

A: The U.S. has the right under the treaties !ln forc~ to take 
whatever action_ it deems necessary to protect against threats 
to the Canal. l.!he U.S. has no intention of permitting a 
terrorist threat to develop in Panama] 
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Tropic Times Article on u.s. Policy in Panama 
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er 14, attached is the text of an article entitled "Key 
~ e-~ions on U.S. Policy" for proposed early publication in the 

~c Times. Request comment/clearance. 

~~~a_ ent: as stated. 

DECL:OADR 

~4 
Melvyn Levitsky 

Executive Secretary 



KEY QUESTIONS ON U.S. POLICY 

In an effort to keep our readers informed on U.S. policy 
during this difficult period in relations between the U.S. and 
Panama, Tropic Times has requested that high-ranking 
Admini stration officials from the State and Defense 
Departments, and from the National Security Council staff 
answer the questions uppermost in the minds of the members of 
the U.S. Southern Command as they carry out their mission of 
Canal defense. The answers which follow constitute fully 
authoritative statements of U.S. policy. 

Q: Could you summarize current U.S. policy towards Panama? 

U.S. policy is designed to serve U.S. interests. The 
primary U.S. interest in Panama lies in a politically stable, 
economically prosperous society. Only in such an environment 
can t he Canal and our bases function effectively during the 
remainder of this century. And only in such an environment can 
he foundation be established for efficient operation and 

defense of the Canal by Panama thereafter. 

General Noriega has destabilized his own country by his 
repeated, heavy-handed use of the Panamanian military to 
· ntervene in the political life of the country. The consequent 
polit ical instability, coupled with gross mismanagement of 
government finances, has created a severe economic crisis as 
·ell. 

U.S. policy is to support the efforts of President 
elvalle and the Panamanian people to restore a stable, 
emocratic political environment and economic prosperity. We 

share their assessment that these objectives cannot be achieved 
so long as General Noriega continues illegally to exercise 
power over the political and economic life of the country. 
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Q: Would U.S. interests not be served by normalizing relations 
with the regime in power, regardless of our views as to the 
legitimacy or moral character of that regime? 

No. From a purely pragmatic standpoint, truly normal 
relations with a Noriega-dominated regime are not possible. 
our studies show that the vast majority of Panamanians believe 
hat Nori ega must go. To appear to ally ourselves with a 

regime that has lost all credibility with its own people and 
w ich rules through repression and intimidation would only 

inder our ability to reestablish our traditionally friendly 
relations with Panama once Noriega departs. Moreover, it is 
ot possible to maintain normal relations with a regime 

dominated by an individual who is under indictment in the 
nited States. 

1 
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Q: What about Noriega's charges that the U.S. is seeking to 
impose on Panama a government headed by President Delvalle or 
anothe r ind i vidual who will serve U.S. interests? 

A. What serves U.S. interests is a government that has the 
andate and support of the Panamanian people. The U.S. has 

supported President Delvalle ' s efforts to resist the imposition 
by fo r ce of a regime lacking any semblance of popular support, 
and to restore democratic processes to Panama. But this is not 
a ques tion of personalities. President Delvalle has made clear 
:n his recent letter to the Group of Eight that he is prepared 

o r es i gn the Presidency if that step could contribute to the 
resto r at ion of democrat ic processes in Panama. The U.S. has 

ade c l ear that it does not support any part icular individual, 
arty or faction . We are prepar ed to work with any Panaman ian 

government that derives its mandate from a political process in 
'ch a l l Panamanians have an opportunity to participate in a 

c imate of freedom. 
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Q: If our objectives include an economically prosperous 
Panama, why are we maintaining economic sanctions? 

A: The sanctions adopted by the U.S. deprive the Noriega 
regime of revenue from U.S. sources. They are not aimed at the 
Panamanian economy generally. Our studies show that the 
economic crisis faced by Panama pre-dates the adoption of U.S. 
sanctions and is directly related to the political crisis. In 
essence, as investors and savers have lost confidence in the 
political stability of the country, they have sent their money 
e l sewhere. Indeed, most of the shortfall in regime revenues is 
due to the overall decline in economic activity; the U.S. 
sanctions account for only a small percentage of the 
s hortfall. Ending the sanctions would prolong Noriega's hold 
on power, but would not restore prosperity to Panama. Economic 
r ecovery will require a resolution of the pol i tical crisis to 
r est ore investor confidence, as well as external assistance. 
Both the U.S. Executive Branch and the Congress are on record 
as s upporting a major effort to assist Panama ' s economic 
r ecovery once Noriega leaves and democratic processes are 
res tored. 
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Q: What i s U.S . policy with regard to the Canal Treaties? 

A: Panama's inte r nal political crisis has not changed our view 
of our Treat y obligations. We are a government of laws, and we 
regard the Panama Canal Treaties as the law of our land. Four 
successive U.S . administrations -- those headed by President s 
Johnson, Ni xon, Ford and Carter -- all supported the idea of a 
ne~ Canal Treaty relationship. Since the ratification of the 
reaties , the Carter and Reagan administrations have faithful l y 

implemented them. The U.S. is committed to honoring all of its 
obligations under the 1977 Panama Canal Treaties. An 
efficient ly operating Canal and a non-political Canal Treaty 
relationship best serve both U.S. and Panamanian national 
·nteres t s . 

Any rumors or charges to the effect that we do not intend 
o honor our Treaty commitments to Panama are without 

foundati on. The U.S . is firmly committed to honoring all of 
its Treaty commitments to Panama . 
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Q: What about the May talks with General Noriega? What was the 
U. S. trying to do? Are any more talks in the works? 

A: The May talks were an effort on the part of the U.S. to find 
a formula for settling issues between it and Noriega which 
would facilitate an authentic Panamanian solution to the 
:nternal crisis. An arrangement was arrived at; but, when 
General Noriega refused immediate implementation of the agreed 
arrangement, the U.S. withdrew everything from the table. The 
elements of the arrangement contemplated in May were as follows: 

o The U.S. was to suspend our International Emergency 
Economi c Powers Act (IEEPA) sanctions. 

o Noriega was to: (1) ask the National Assembly 
~ ediately to pass legislation limiting the tenure of the PDF 
Commander to five years, retroactive to August 12, 1983 (This 
would have required Noriega's retirement no later than August 

2, 1988); (2) call for the establishment of a government of 
ational reconciliation which could establish the mechanism for 

fair, impartial elections in 1989 and begin the process of 
economic recovery; (3) commit the PDF to participate directly 
~ national reconciliation negotiations, particularly on the 
ey issue of the role of the Defense Forces; (4) call on the 
egislature to fully restore civil and political rights so as 
o create the atmosphere necessary to permit an authentic 

Panamanian solution to the question of national reconciliation; 
( 5) call for an amnesty and pardon for all accused of political 
offenses, including exiles and detainees, so that they could 
participate in the process of national reconciliation. 

o General Noriega would describe his plans to travel 
abroad from the time of his retirement through the 1989 
e ections in Panama, and to otherwise avoid involvement in 
Panamanian politics. 

o The U.S. would have expected then to see, following 
_ori ega ' s speech, a political process commence in which 
Panamanians from all parts of the political spectrum would seek 
to create a new government. 

o The U.S. would continue to recognize the Delvalle 
Government until a new, broadly based government was formed. 
_ e U. S. would then recognize the Government of National 
Reconcil iation. 

o If the plan were fully implemented on Noriega's part, 
e U. S. would terminate further prosecution of the indictments 

pon hi s departure from the PDF in order to facilitate his plan 
o travel outside Panama through the 1989 elections . 

__j 
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In short, we were prepared to conclude an arrangement 
which dea l t with Noriega's personal legal situation but which 
rightfully left to Panamanians the business of resolving 
outs tanding political questions such as the composition of any 
new government and the role of the PDF. Ultimately General 
oriega dec i ded not to carry through with this arrangement. 
ere have been no talks since then, and we contemplate no 

furthe r negoti ations. 
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Q: But how can the crisis be solved if the U.S. is unwill i ng to 
negoti ate? 

A: The U. S. did negotiate. But having failed to carry out a 
negoti ated arrangement, Noriega has little credibility as a 
negotiating party. What is necessary to resolve the crisis is 
for him to make a serious proposal involving his prompt 
departure. He knows how to do this. 
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Q: Critics of U.S. policy here have called the U.S. approach 
interventionist. What reaction do you have to this? 

: Here, as elsewhere in the hemisphere, U.S. policy has been 
o promote human rights and the growth of democracy. We do not 

regard this as intervention. We have repeatedly stated that 
w · 1e the U.S. supports democracy in Panama, the country's 
· ernal problems are for Panamanians themselves to resolve. 
-e are confident that our policy enjoys the support of 
=reedom-loving Panamanians, and we will let them judge whether 
o policy is interventionist. We will continue to affirm our 
s port for the right of all peoples to choose their own 
:eaders freely and to live in harmony and without coercion. 
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Q: Panama ' s elections are scheduled for May, 1989. In the 
.S. view, will the electoral process clear the air? 

The Panamanian people need an election in 1989 that truly 
re= ects the will of the people, from the registration process 

· rough to the counting of the last ballot. The May elections 
_se a great challenge to the political and civic forces in 

ama. Obviously, any grouping of democratic forces which 
s t o restore democracy to Panama must be unified in order 
ave any chance of success. 

_ e electoral playing field as viewed today is, by any measure, 
a ops i ded one. It is difficult to conceive of elections which 

truly reflect the will of the people in the absence of a 
=ree media, and in a political atmosphere where a regime exiles 
so e of i ts opponents, jails others without charge, and engages 

t e rroristic threats against still others, and uses its 
o rol of the electoral tribunal to de-register the leaders of 
_positi on parties. Finally, it is impossible to exercise 

-e ocratic rights in the absence of freedom of public 
assembly. One thing should be clear to General Noriega and 

ose who support him: neither Panamanians nor the 
~ ernat ional community of democratic nations will accept the 
res lts of a crooked election as a "solution" to Panama ' s 
_roblems. To put it simply, the lopsided playing field we see 
-oday i s going to have to be made level. 
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Q: Isn't the U.S. at odds with Latin America on its Panama 
policy? 

A: Noriega has drawn his support in this hemisphere only from 
Cuba and Nicaragua. While Latin democracies have not taken the 
same diplomatic approach as we have, it is clear that 
freedom-loving Latin American nations are certainly no friends 
of Noriega. For example, the Group of Eight has suspended 
Panama from participation pending the restoration of genuine 
democratic processes. For his part, Noriega constitutes a 
threat to democracy not only in Panama but elsewhere in the 
hemisphere, as he demonstrated in his recent support for an 
attempted military coup in Argentina. 
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Q: There have been media reports of divisions of opinion within 
the U.S. Government regarding our Panama policy. Are these 
true? Could you comment? 

A: Di fferences of opinion within a democratic government are 
not at all rare. This is true in our own system. Over the 
pas t year there have been some internal differences as we have 
attempted to implement our policy and apply it to an evolving 
situat ion. But with regard to the overall goal of our policy 
in Panama there is no disagreement whatsoever -- our government 
·s fi r mly united on the broad policy of promoting democracy, 
r estoration of civilian constitutional government and the 
deve l opment of a professional apolitical military 
establ ishment. And our government is united in the assessment 

at stability, prosperity and normal relations cannot be 
reestablished so long as Noriega clings to power. 
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Q: Just where does the PDF figure in the future of Panama, as 
the U. S. sees it? 

A: The future role of the PDF in Panama is a matter which 
Panamanians themselves must resolve. We note that the united 
Panamanian opposition to Noriega has recently declared its 
respect for the integrity of the PDF, and in the context of 

a ional reconciliation and reconstruction, a policy of not 
_rosecuting or otherwise taking revenge for the abuses 
co itted by the PDF under the rule of Noriega. The U.S. 
s pports this declaration. We see the officers and men of the 
?~Fas victims of the abuse of their institution perpetrated by 
_oriega. We can only offer these observations: there are many 
_anamanians who are serving their country honorably in the 
JF. A professional, non-political military is, in the U.S. 

v· ew, the model for any democratic society. We look forward to 
resuming our traditional close cooperation with the PDF in 
carrying out our joint responsibility for Canal Defense once 
~oriega has departed. 

l 
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Q: Where do the drug indictments of General Noriega stand now, 
s ome nine months after they were returned by the grand juries 
in the U.S.? 

A: The i ndictments stand. Pretrial investigation continues. 
These are still pending criminal cases in our federal courts, 
and any substantive comment on the indictments by 
Admini s t rat ion officials would not be proper. 
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Q: The confrontation with the Noriega regime has created 
unprecedented tensions here. For example, we have had 
ins t ances of harassment of SOUTHCOM personnel and dependents by 
the PDF and threats directed against both U.S. and Panamanian 
employees of the Canal Commission. What does overall U.S. 
policy mean for the men and women of the Southern Command and 
other USG employees? 

: The senior levels of the Executive Branch and the Congress 
r ecognize the dangers faced by U.S. personnel in Panama, and 
admi re the sacrifices that the personnel of SOUTHCOM and Panama 
Canal have made to carry out their duties professionally in 

rying circumstances. You have demonstrated that intimidation 
doesn ' t work. The U.S. will stay constant in its determination 

o those who oppose intimidation, whatever its form. We each 
ave a responsibility to conduct ourselves as model 

representatives of our country. Personnel assigned to SOUTHCOM 
ave al ready received guidance on the risks associated with 

service here, and further measures are being taken to reduce 
~ e risk . The solution is to bring an end to the crisis by 
~ ly i mplementing U.S. policy. 

SOUTHCOM'S mission of Canal defense continues without 
c ange. Of course, our relationship with the PDF is seriously 
off t rack now because of the situation with General Noriega. 
nS the Administration has pointed out, we have worked with the 
_JF s uccessfully before and we hope to work with them again in 

e future in a democratic Panama with a professional military. 

l 
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Q: What about charges that have circulated that the U.S. has 
only turned on Noriega because he refused to help the U.S . in 
its efforts to aid the Nicaraguan resistance? 

: These charges are absurd. Many governments maintained views 
ifferent from our own on the question of Nicaragua, and we 
evertheless continue to maintain close and effective relations 

w· h them. Noriega's problems with the United States are the 
consequence of (a) his alleged involvement in drug trafficking 
and (b) hi s destabilization of his own country by mounting a 

· itary cha l lenge to constitutional authority. 
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Q: It is also said by Noriega and some others that the major 
aim of U.S. policy is to prolong the U.S. military presence 
here beyond 1999. Is this true? 

A: These charges are without foundation. The Panama Canal 
Treaty provides for a termination of U.S. military base rights 
on December 31, 1999. As the Administration has repeatedly 
stated, we intend to honor all of our obligations under this 
Treaty, the Neutrality Treaty and related agreements, including 
our obligations with regard to withdrawing U.S. Forces. 
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Q: We are aware of reports that Noriega is re-equipping some of 
his forces with Soviet-bloc weaponry and is receiving training 
and other assistance from Cuba, Nicaragua and Libya. Doesn ' t 
this present a threat to the Panama Canal? 

A: The U.S. has the right under the treaties in force to take 
whatever action it deems necessary to protect against threats 
to the Canal. The U.S. has no intention of permitting a 
terrorist threat to develop in Panama. 
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